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Budget Update
Governor’s Budget Proposes Additional
Budget Reductions to Regional Centers
and Service Providers
Every area of California state government,
including Developmental Services (DDS),
has been impacted by the unprecedented
fiscal crisis of the last few years. Although
there are beginning signs of economic
recovery, the state still faces a continued
budget shortfall. In April, DDS released
recommendations for a new reduction to
regional centers and their service providers. This proposal to increase from 3% to
4.25% the payment reduction to regional
center operations,
and in payments
to service providers, will need the
approval of the
legislature before it
can go into effect.

During difficult
budget times, it is
especially important
to stay in touch with
local legislators,
on behalf of our
clients and families. HRC Executive
Director Patricia
Del Monico with
Assemblymember
Bonnie Lowenthal,
Long Beach.

The state
Department of
Finance summarized reductions
for developmental
services in 2009-10
which included:
• A reduction of $334 million by establishing general standards for authorizing
regional center services, limiting services and eligibility for children age 0 to
3 in the Early Start Program, increasing
the use of public and family transportation, suspending the purchase of social/
recreational activities and camping,
limiting respite services, and expanding
federal funding.
• An additional $61 million in budget
reductions through June of 2010 by
imposing a 3% reduction upon
Regional Center Operations and
service provider payments.
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reductions to Operations and Purchase
of Services. The number of individuals
with developmental disabilities served by
regional centers is expected to increase in
the coming year to over 243,000 statewide.
• Prior to the May Revise, the Legislature
had already passed and the Governor
had already signed into law a bill that
continued a 3% reduction on Regional
Center operations and service provider
payments through 2010-11, for a reduction of $60.9 million.
• In addition, the Governor’s May revision proposes increasing the reduction
in payments from 3% to 4.25%, for a
reduction of $48 million. This proposal
will need the approval of the legislature
before it can go into effect.
• The budget reductions implemented
in 2009-10 (summarized above) will
continue through 2010-11, for a
reduction of $100 million.
The Department of Developmental
Services has also introduced a plan for
the closure of Lanterman Developmental
Center in Pomona, one of two state
developmental centers in the Southern
California area, which has had a steadily
declining population, and costly infrastructure needs. The legislature is currently
reviewing that plan.
Like all regional centers, Harbor has
worked very closely with our clients, families, and service providers to implement
difficult budget requirements and adjust
to the many changes. We understand how
difficult these adjustments can be for everyone, and appreciate the high level of mutual
support that we have experienced. We have
communicated this to our local legislative
representatives, and have advocated for
no additional reductions to our already
severely strained service system. We will
continue to keep our community informed
as we learn additional information.

After releasing his revised budget proposal
on May 14, 2010, the Governor’s budget
for Developmental Services for the 2010-11
fiscal year is proposed at a total of $4.2
billion ($2.4 billion from the state General
Fund). This amount includes proposed

To keep up to date on the budget and
other news, we encourage you to join the
HRC E-mail Network by sending a request
to enetworksubscriber@harborrc.org, or
click on Budget Alert on our Web site at
www.harborrc.org. n
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Molly Payne’s Story: A Whole New World
Juan Bermudez, HRC Community
Transition Specialist
Molly Payne was first admitted to Pacific
State Hospital at the age of five. Since that
time she has lived in large institutions,
most recently Fairview Developmental
Center. Until now.
As of February of this year, and at the age
of 51, Molly is back in the community and
enjoying all it has to offer.
Molly enjoys
the caring, individual attention
she receives in
her new home
from Martha
Alemseged.

Molly’s seizure disorder and other medical conditions were the reason she had
remained in a skilled nursing unit at
Fairview. Her unit consisted of approximately 30 other people sharing the same
space. She now resides in a specialized
home, The San Francisco Home, located
in the city of Long Beach that was developed and designed to meet the special
needs of Molly and others like her.
At the developmental center, Molly’s personal space was limited to a bed and a
closet in a room that she shared with up
to three other people. She now has her
own bedroom and lives with a total

of three other residents in the home.
Her new home is a lovely 4-bedroom with
wheelchair accessibility that is physically
adapted to promote mobility for Molly
and the other residents. It is very nicely
decorated with pictures of Molly and
her housemates throughout the home.
There are large hallways that facilitate
movement. In addition, there is a large
landscaped backyard with patio furniture
where Molly can relax with her housemates and staff.
Molly is doing extremely well since
moving into her new home. She communicates her needs through facial expressions, body movements and sounds. Her
smiles and laughter when her home caregivers and housemates are near make it
evident how much she enjoys interacting
with them. She enjoys going with them
on walks around the neighborhood, playing games with staff, listening to music,
enjoying the sunshine and fresh air in
the back yard, and going along on community shopping trips. Molly has also
gone to the Queen Mary, Shoreline
Village, the Pike in Long Beach and
many other places.
During the day, Molly now attends the
Cole-Bixby day program in Long Beach.
This was initially an adjustment for her,
but after a few months she has become
more animated and less easily tired. She
really enjoys the music recreational therapy session of the day program and interacting with staff, and they report that
she is a pleasure to work with.
There’s no looking back for Molly. She
has come a long way since her days at
Fairview. Molly is being exposed to a
whole new world! n
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Discover the DirecTV Difference
Danielle Heck and Michele Mar
HRC Employment Specialists
For ten clients of Harbor Regional Center,
the “DirecTV Difference” is the dignity
brought to their lives, now that they are
DirecTV employees.
These employees work at DirecTV, whose
offices are located in the business sector of El Segundo, under a contract with
AbilityFirst. Many of them are able to
take The Metro to get there.
“I like taking the train and bus to work,”
explains Michael Oliver.
Once there, they have the support of
AbilityFirst’s supported employment fulltime job coaches that work alongside the
employees, offering assistance and supervision as needed. “I like the job coaches,”
adds Kevin Shirley. “They teach us the
right way to do things.”
Two days per week DirecTV receives a
shipment of up to 300,000 programming
cards. Employees are responsible for
sorting the cards into three categories:
cards that need basic cleaning, cards that
need more intensive cleaning, and cards
that are damaged and cannot be reprogrammed. Once the cards have been
sorted, another group of employees is
responsible for cleaning the cards.
“It’s a cool job! I put the clean cards here,
the dirty cards here, and the damaged
cards here,” Linda Pickup explains while
demonstrating the process of sorting the
cards. By doing so, these employees save
DirecTV quite a lot of money. It is this
success that has allowed the partnership
between AbilityFirst and DirecTV
to expand.
Matthew Lopez likes his job for a
variety of reasons, “I like the team I’m
working with. My co-workers are great.
The job is easy, yet fast-paced. The job
coaches are terrific. The pay is good
and hours decent.”
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All the employees at DirecTV earn
minimum wage, accrue vacation and sick
hours, and have seven paid holidays.
Employees are recognized on a monthly
basis for their top work performance by
receiving a certificate of appreciation.
Additional incentives have been a $10
bonus, pizza lunch, and an AbilityFirst
polo shirt. Sean Tamer was sporting his
blue AbilityFirst shirt he earned after
being recognized three months in a row.
“This job has
meant a lot to
me. I was looking for jobs
everywhere
and couldn’t
find one. Now
I can pay my
own rent and
my own bills,”
explained
Boaz Walker
who just
moved into
his own
apartment.
“The people
are nice here and treat
you with respect.”

Boaz Walker enjoys
a comfortable and
individual work
station where he
can inspect and
clean the programming cards.

It is obvious these 10 individuals have access to a
“private channel” that provides them the confidence
and dignity to lead fulfilling, productive lives. It’s a
way of living and adopting
a positive approach in
one’s life that has made a
difference – the “DirecTV
Linda Pickup is all smiles while she
Difference.” n
sorts her stacks of cards.

The Parent is the Child’s First Teacher:
Parent-Participation Therapy Groups
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Of all the people who have the potential
to positively impact the development
of a child, parents possess the greatest
opportunities to promote their child’s
progress. The parents are the constant
in their child’s life, and know their child
best. But when a child has special needs,
parents are often hesitant to see themselves as capable in this role.
Therapies that promote
development have been a
key element of our support
for children with special
needs and their families,
and families place enormous
hope and trust in the hands
of the qualified therapist.
But over time we have also
seen the limitations of conventional individual therapy.
Parents Laurie
Eallonardo and
Erica Randall work
with daughters
Jenna and Alyssa
at Kids in Motion
Pediatric Therapy.

Parents were not always encouraged
or given the tools which they could use
themselves to promote their child’s
development.
“With individual therapy, parents may get
information about a technique to try at
home without having an opportunity to
practice it. By showing a parent how to
do something, and to practice it in group
and at home, it empowers the parent
and provides simple tools to promote
language.” – Fran Harman, MS CCC SLP,
Harbor Regional Center
When Parents Participate,
Children Do Better
Meanwhile, in the field as a whole, the
focus of care has increasingly shifted
from child-centered to family-centered.
Much evidence has supported the benefits of parent participation and peer
support. Through interactions with other
children and adults, both parents and
children can learn from one another.
Parents may initially worry how effective they can be when working with their
child with special needs, but we have
seen parents overcome their initial con-

“In recent years there has been
a significant shift in focus for therapy...and a shift in thinking about
our role as therapists, from childcentered to family-centered. The
best therapy focuses intervention on
optimizing parent-child interaction
through parent training, and welltrained parents are the child’s best
therapist. A truly family-centered
approach encourages 100% parent
participation and allows parents
to realize quickly that it is not just
about what new word their child
learned in speech therapy that day
or how much help their child needed
to negotiate an obstacle course in
physical therapy or occupational
therapy, but more importantly
what the parent learned during that
therapy session that could become
part of everyday activities.”
– Marcie Rhee, DPT, Director,
Kids In Motion Pediatric Therapy
cerns. They realize that, with a little guidance, they as parents have so much more
opportunity to be key facilitators of their
children’s development in their everyday
lives. What’s more, they find the group
approach can be more fun and less
stressful for their child, more beneficial
for them as parents, and helps the child
reach their goals faster.
Parent Laurie Eallonardo, thinks back on
her daughter Jenna’s earlier struggles.
(continued on page 10)
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The Southern California Integrated Health
and Living Project: A Collaborative Effort To
Support People as They Move Into The Community
The Department of Developmental
Services (DDS) recently announced that
the state proposes to close one more State
Developmental Center, the Lanterman
Developmental Center in Pomona,
California, over the next couple of years.
This is in keeping with a longtime state
and national movement, to enable individuals with developmental disabilities to live
and be supported in the community, rather
than in large institutional settings.
DDS Director Terri Delgadillo recommended to a legislative committee that no firm
date be set for this closure, “until everyone
has moved to appropriate places.”
Supporting this move requires the continued development of specialized resources
within our communities. That is where
the regional centers and the Southern
California Integrated Health and Living
Project play an important role. The ten
Southern California Regional Centers
involved in this Project are: Harbor, Inland,
Lanterman, North Los Angeles County,
Orange County, San Gabriel/Pomona,
San Diego, South Central Los Angeles,
Tri-Counties, and Westside.
The Project was formed by these ten
regional centers in early 2006, to create
permanent living options and individualized supports for individuals who live in
a developmental center or other large
congregate care setting. This project recognized that through a concentrated and
well-coordinated regional effort pooling
the efforts and resources of ten centers,
we could more quickly create necessary
resources for people moving into the
community.
Each regional center is already engaged in
continuous resource development efforts
to meet individuals’ needs in its own service area. Acting separately though, it was
sometimes difficult to develop resources to
meet the more exceptional and challenging
needs of some individuals, from the developmental centers as well as the community. Therefore sharing resources has long
been a part of our shared history. There
are currently no residents at Lanterman
Support, Information, Choices…Making it Happen
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Developmental Center who are clients of
Harbor Regional Center, but through the
Project, HRC will be offering newly developed resources to be accessed by clients
of other regional centers who may need
them. In turn, other regional centers will
offer the same for our clients when needed.
“Our boundaries for serving
people are somewhat invisible. This project really allows
us to move beyond traditional
service boundaries and collectively serve people,” said
Claudia DeMarco, Associate
Director of Harbor Regional
Center.
The project works with
several partners, including the referring regional
center, staff at the State
Developmental Center
and Regional Resource
Development Projects
(RRDP), and of course
families. Their activities
include: identification of
the individuals’ needs, and
identification of resources
in existence or that must be developed
to meet those needs; transition planning
to assure that all necessary services and
supports are in place and ready for an individual’s move (e.g., a place to live, modifications, training, establishing relationships
with community health care providers, etc.)
and follow-up for as long as necessary as
the regional center takes over ongoing service coordination.
The project also facilitates the acquisition
of housing, working with individual regional
centers and associated nonprofit housing
organizations, such as HOPE in the HRC
area, and is committed to increasing the
number of permanent housing options. The
project has plans currently to develop 26
new homes for three to four people each.
With at least six of these homes expected
to open by early 2011, this collaborative
effort is well on its way to supporting many
more individuals in their successful transition into the community. n

The 10 regional
centers involved
in the Southern
California Integrated
Project collaborate to
create living options
like these, and individualized supports
for individuals in the
community.
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Changing Our Lives
For the Better
Louise Barr, Parent
Note: Glenn Ferdinand is a
Behavioral Therapist with HRC’s
Family Behavioral Services

Life is happier for
parent Louise Barr
and son Shaun,
thanks to strategies learned from
therapist Glenn
Ferdinand.

public, and even with medication the
situation was becoming impossible. I was
faced with the possibility that he would
soon have to go into some sort of group
home, as I would no longer be able to
handle him.
When Glenn first came, he did a very
thorough interview, then came up with
several strategies. I confess that I was
quite skeptical about their effectiveness,
as I found them rather counter-intuitive.
I’m afraid that overcoming my resistance
was probably half the job for Glenn, but
he persisted in getting me to try things,
one step at a time. He modeled ways to
handle various situations, and I was
able to see just how well they worked
with Shaun.

Glenn Ferdinand has worked miracles
with my son and I am extremely grateful
to him.

Glenn also went above and beyond the
call of duty. In the beginning, he called to
check on us between our appointments.
He would also mull over a particular
problem we were having and would
call with new and better solutions. He
said I could call him any time, and I was
very glad to be able to do that the few
times things got really bad. He would
calm me down and give me a way to
handle the situation. He showed real
concern, and his professionalism, depth
of knowledge and, most importantly,
effectiveness have really impressed me.

My 12-year-old son, Shaun Chang, has
autism and has always had some problems with aggression. Unfortunately,
these problems became extreme about
a year ago. Although I have been able to
physically control him in the past, his
increasing size and strength made me
fear for my safety. His attacks were serious enough that I actually had to call
the sheriffs to my home. He also started
to attack people when we went out in

With no exaggeration, I truly see
Glenn Ferdinand as a modern-day Annie
Sullivan, the “miracle worker” who was
able to make such a huge change in Helen
Keller’s life. Glenn’s methods have given
Shaun a more normal life, and just as
important, a happier life. In fact, he has
changed all of our lives very much for
the better. So when I say I am extremely
grateful for what he has done, I’m sure
you can see why. n
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HRC’s Family Behavioral Services
Presents New Training Classes
Family Behavioral Services (FBS) has
added several classes to its basic curriculum for Managing Behavior and Toilet
Training. Please note that a referral by
your Counselor is required for participation in an FBS class at HRC.
Trouble-Shooting Behavior offers a
support-group format, with the therapist
being the facilitator/lecturer. The prerequisite is completion of an FBS
Managing Behavior 1 (MB1) class. The
goal of the class is to address parents’
anxieties and difficulties related to having a child with a disability as well as to
provide parents with tools, information,
and resources to help both themselves
and their children. The parents will participate by sharing information, offering
support to other parents and asking
questions specific to their child. If one
family is experiencing difficulties, the
same problems are probably occurring
with the others. Specific topics agreed
upon by the class participants will
be addressed during the class which
meets twice a month for three months.
The Activities of Daily Living (ADL)
class is a five-week course designed to
teach parents how to both modify behaviors and teach tasks to their children.
There is no prerequisite for this class and
child care will be provided. Each class
consists of one hour of parent training
and one hour of trainer-mediated parent
and child interaction in which the parents will be teaching their children. By
the end of the course it is expected that
parents will be proficient in task analysis
and will be comfortable breaking down
and teaching modified tasks to their children. This is a hands-on and highly interactive program.
Body Awareness and Safety Class is
designed to help parents prepare to talk
to their children about topics related to
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physical development, puberty, sexuality and appropriate body boundaries.
This class meets for six weeks. With the
exception of the first class, each class
consists of one hour of parent training
and one hour of trainer-mediated parent
and child interaction in which the parents will be teaching their children lessons on each topic. Child care is
provided for this class.
The newest parent training class is
Building Social Skills through Play
Dates. This class meets once a month
for three months. Behaviorists will be
available between sessions for consultation by phone or e-mail. Parents will be
provided with information, guidance
and techniques about how to teach
social interaction skills to their children
through play dates in the home and in
the community. The final class will offer
suggestions for equipping children to
attend large social functions, such as
birthday parties.
Safety and Sexuality is a class for clients
over the age of 18. The purpose of this
class is to provide clients with information and guidance about topics related
to adult sexuality and abuse prevention.
Topics include: friendship and love,
desired qualities in a partner, boundaries,
how to say no and accept no, physical
aspects of sexuality and sexual relationships, preventing Sexually Transmitted
Diseases (STDs) and unwanted pregnancies. Participants will become familiar
with different forms of sexual abuse to
which they may be exposed and develop
the means to protect themselves and
report the abuse.
Contact your HRC Counselor if you
are interested in attending any of these
training classes. n
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Return Home Registry
The Torrance Police Department’s
Return Home Registry is an innovative
program designed to assist officers in
locating lost or wandering persons when
they go missing from their home or
caregivers. Because these can be critical
times, the program assists in getting vital
information to law enforcement personnel to assist in locating your loved ones
sooner. The goal of this registry is simply to reunite families as soon as possible
Police Officers frequently respond to
calls from citizens with requests for
assistance in locating loved ones. This
searchable database will provide police
officers with the vital information they
need to locate and return your family
members. The database will allow
officers in the
field to find information, including
photographs, of
missing persons
to help identify persons they
locate who cannot identify themselves and/or
remember where
they live. It will
greatly reduce
the amount of
time needed
to successfully
reunite missing
persons with their loved ones.
This voluntary program is offered at
no cost to participants and is geared
towards persons of all ages who suffer from conditions that would make it
more difficult for them to find their way
home, such as persons with Alzheimer’s,
autism, cerebral palsy, Down syndrome
or other debilitating illnesses and children with special needs. This program
is NOT for persons who voluntarily run
away from home for other reasons and/
or have behavioral issues not related to
a special need.

The Return Home Registry will be
used in two ways:
• When a loved one or caregiver notifies
the police department that their loved
one is missing, information will already
be on-hand and our officers will have
the tools to better locate and return
the individual home. This information will include physical description,
photographs and any prior history that
would allow our officers to locate the
person (i.e., the person likes to walk
to a favorite store, likes train tracks,
likes airplanes, etc.). This information
will be used to begin searching for the
missing person.
• When an officer contacts an individual
that appears to be lost or confused,
they can quickly
query the database in an attempt
to identify the
person and determine where they
live.  Participants
in this program
will be returned
home much more
quickly using
this information.  
The Return Home
Registry is compliant with the
Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of
1996 and does not collect or disseminate
medical information.
This program does not guarantee the
safe return of your loved ones, but it
will provide officers with an additional
tool to locate and return your loved one.
For more information you can contact
the Community Affairs Division at
(310) 618-6391 or 618-6392 or you can
e-mail us at CommunityAffairs@torrnet.
com. You will need basic information
such as name, date of birth, address, etc.
to complete the form. Sign-ups will be
allowed from family members or legal
guardians/caregivers only. n
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MEET SISTINE:
Girl Scout, Award
Winner, and Very
Capable Young Lady
Rose Myers has always had fond childhood memories of when she was in
the Girl Scouts. She remembered the
friendships and the exciting opportunities she had so it was natural for her to
want her own daughter, Sistine, to have
the same great experiences! Sistine was
seven years old when Rose approached
the leaders of a local Brownie Troop and
talked with them about Sistine joining
their troop. Troop 369 embraced the idea
of having Sistine become a new member.
Sistine was the first girl with a developmental disability to join this troop – she
has Down syndrome.
When looking for appropriate social and
recreational activities in their local communities, parents and care providers of
children and adults with developmental
disabilities don’t always think about some
of the obvious options that are so naturally considered for the “typical” child or
adult. As Rose found out, all it really takes
is being honest with your request, offering
support and sometimes even a bit of education to the benefit of everyone!
Sistine started out in Brownies as a shy
and somewhat introverted young girl.
Troop Leader Michelle encouraged all
the girls in the troop to stand up, talk and
read in front of the others, but Sistine
was too shy and it was difficult for her to
do this. She is now 13 years old and has
been in Troop 369 for six years. Assistant
Troop Leader Janet had this to say about
Sistine: “I have had the extreme pleasure
of watching her grow into a very confiSupport, Information, Choices…Making it Happen

dent, capable young lady! What I’m
really proud of is that Sistine is right
there, standing up, talking and sharing stories with us all – not a shy
bone in her body anymore!”
Sistine was awarded the Girl Scout
Silver Award for a project she created for the Beacon House in San
Pedro. The Silver Award represents
the accomplishments a Girl Scout
has made to her troop and her community as she works to improve
her life and the lives of others.
For Sistine’s project, she crafted
handmade cards for the clients of
the Beacon House and went there
with her mother to personally
deliver them to each of the 100
clients. She was invited to the
podium where she read a note
she had written thanking them
for the opportunity to make the cards
for them and for receiving her Silver
Award because of the project. This was
a momentous thrill for Rose as she stood
by ever so proudly, knowing that Sistine
had just started reading and had always
been too shy to read or speak in front of
such a large audience. Sistine has made
great strides throughout her six years of
involvement in the Girl Scouts and she
continues to grow and mature. She has
earned several badges and marched in
the Torrance Armed Forces Day parade.
Sistine is finishing up her first year of
high school where she has a variety of
friends, interests and talents that keep
her very busy. Her social life is enhanced
by her participation in the Friendship
Circle where she is developing more independence while attending social outings
with her peers. HRC congratulates Sistine
on her many accomplishments and contributions to the community. n

(above) Sistine smiles
proudly at the Awards
Ceremony.
(below) With amazing
patience and precision,
Sistine crafted over
100 beautiful cards.

L. A. Habilitation House Names Bryan
Cosajay Employee of the Year
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who sees something that needs to be
done and just does it – with enthusiasm
and professionalism,” recounted LAHH
President Guido Piccarolo.

L.A. Habilitation House (LAHH) is a
non-profit corporation which provides
Janitorial Employment Program
Outreach & Training Services,
and which contracts with
Harbor Regional Center to
provide janitorial services.
During a recent graduation
ceremony for new trainees,
they honored Bryan Cosajay
as Employee of the Year.

Bryan’s worth as an employee goes
beyond his work ethic; it is bound in
his character and therefore tells what
is in his heart. This has been more than
evident in watching Bryan deal with the
most difficult aspects of his work, watching him remain positive and upbeat when
many of us would have given up! Bryan
is a unique man who believes that he has
been given this opportunity in life and
who gives everything he has to fulfilling
that purpose without regrets.

In their newsletter they
explained why he was
selected:
LAHH employee
Bryan Cosajay
always has a
friendly word for
us as he keeps
our offices clean.

Bryan is the Light Duty Specialist at
Harbor Regional Center in Torrance. “He
is always ready to go two to three hours
ahead of time” as his mom told us. It has
been amazing to work with him during
this year. Bryan works incredibly hard
and is diligent. “He is the type of person

Thank you, Bryan, for all you have done
this year – for your commitment and for
being such a positive influence on the
lives of your co-workers and the people
you serve each day! n

The Parent is the Child’s First Teacher:
Parent-Participation Therapy Groups
(continued from page 4)

Adds therapist Marcie Rhee, “Parents
can come together with other parents who
experience and understand the same challenges they are experiencing, feel mutual
support, and with their children can enjoy
that social time together that they would
not otherwise have.”

“She has had really bad seizures, had
stopped interacting, and stopped smiling.
And now she is so much more engaged.
She will even approach
other family members
and give them a hug.”

“The therapists make the hard work so
much fun, she can’t wait to see her teachers. We feel like part of a family every time
we visit,” reports Michael Zislis, parent.

They Shouldn’t Be
In Isolation...These
Are Social Activities

HRC Speech
and Language
Pathologist Melissa
Greener demonstrates the use of
play activity for language development.

Being part of a parent
participation therapy
group also provides a
built-in network of support. HRC therapist Fran
Harman notes, “I have seen a great deal
of change in the way that parents interact
with their children and the kids’ response
to their parents. Coming together in a
group provides the additional opportunity
to learn social skills such as taking turns
and sharing. “

Parent Kathleen Hayes adds, “It can be a
very lonely and discouraging world when
you see that your child is different, but the
therapists, the other parents, and their
children give us hope and encouragement
that it will be OK, and that we are not
alone. We as parents have grown confident in our ability to help our child when
they need us the most. It empowers me
every day when I can teach my child
at home what we learn in therapy.”
Children and their parents, Sharing…
Supporting…Succeeding. That’s what
it’s all about. n
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Volunteer Spotlight: Blanca Mendoza
Blanca started volunteering in the Resource and Assistive Technology
Center in July 2009. Blanca is a graduate of San Pedro High School. She
continued her education at Harbor College where she was known for
being a great student, who was also very cooperative and helpful.
Blanca’s HRC Counselor Iris Soto had noticed what a hard worker she
could be, and when Iris learned that Blanca was interested in gaining
work experience as a volunteer, she referred her to the HRC Resource
and Assistive Technology Center. While volunteering in the Resource
Center Blanca quickly demonstrated her ability to learn quickly and
accept new tasks willingly.
Blanca helps the Resource Center to serve our clients, families and
community in many ways. She compiles packets of information and
delivers booklets to HRC staff throughout the agency that are provided to clients and families. She assists others with office tasks which
include organizing and filing documents, and other projects as needed.
The Resource Center truly enjoys Blanca’s positive attitude and cheerful
demeanor each day when she arrives. Thank you, Blanca, for being a
wonderful addition to our HRC team. n

Blanca Mendoza is a valuable member of the Resource Center team.

Recognizing Extra Effort!
HRC is dedicated to providing support, information and choices to our clients and their families. Our
staff, from the receptionists to our psychologists, strive to demonstrate our core values through their
interactions with you.
You can help us recognize those individuals who have provided you with outstanding care and service.
When you see an HRC staff member who is demonstrating respect by treating people considerately,
working collaboratively, looking for ways to be helpful, responding quickly and explaining any delays,
listening, sharing information, or any other assistance you found helpful, simply fill in this form and mail
it to: Office of Information and Development, 21231 Hawthorne Blvd., Torrance, CA 90503 or by e-mail at
cheryl.perez@harborrc.org
We will make sure that the HRC Counselor, support staff, clinical staff, Resource Center staff or other
members of the HRC team receive your note along with our special recognition.
Name of person you wish to recognize:__________________________________________________________
Your name:___________________________________________________________________________________
How that person demonstrated outstanding service or fulfillment of our core values:_ _______________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
We appreciate your support in helping us acknowledge these outstanding individuals.
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WHAT’S NEW AT THE
RESOURCE CENTER?
By Dominique DeBorba
Reading aloud to children is one of the
most important things you can do to
ensure their future success, and more
Americans seem to be jumping on the
read-aloud bandwagon. Kids of all ages
benefit from being read to – even babies
and toddlers! The benefits are so profound, and kids form so much of their
intelligence potential during the early
years of their life, that experts recommend reading aloud to your child as
soon as he or she is born, and
continuing indefinitely.
Many of the little ones who visit Harbor
Regional Center Resource Center already
have developmental challenges and stand
even more to gain from the facts that:
• Reading to kids helps them with
language and speech development
• It expands kids’ vocabulary and
teaches children how to pronounce
new words
• Being read to builds children’s
attention spans and helps them
hone their listening skills
• Kids learn appropriate behavior
when they’re read to, and are exposed
to new situations, making them prepared when they encounter these
situations in real life.
The Resource Center just acquired several new board books by the fantastic
author Elizabeth Verdick, who seems to
be able to get right to the heart of some
of the challenges faced by all toddlers
with direct simple text and colorful illustrations. Here is a sampling of some of
her books.
Germs Are Not For Sharing –
What to do? Cover up a sneeze or
cough. Hug or blow kisses when
you’re sick. And most of all, wash
your hands! Toddlers need to
learn that germs are not for sharing. Child-friendly words and colorful illustrations help little ones
stay clean and healthy.

Feet Are Not for Kicking –
“Look at those
feet! Aren’t they
sweet!”
In simple words
and colorful
pictures, this
book helps little
ones learn to
use their feet for
fun, not hurting
others.
Tails Are Not
for Pulling –
Toddlers and
pets are adorable together
– when toddlers
know the basics
of being kind to
animals. Simple
words and colorful illustrations encourage careful handling, awareness, and respect.
Teeth Are Not for Biting –
Simple words
and charming
pictures invite
even the youngest child to
discover better
ways to cope
with frustration, mouth
pain, or mad,
sad, or cranky
feelings. Why?
Because teeth
are for smiling, not biting!
Includes helpful
hints for parents
and caregivers.
Hands Are Not
for Hitting – It’s
never too early to learn about the many
good things hands can do. This book
invites even the youngest children
to use their hands for fun and caring
actions and to understand that hitting
is never okay. n
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Researchers Take Many Approaches
to Improve Lives of People with
Autism and Their Families
Researchers at CSUN Seek
Survey Participants for Study
of Repetitive Behaviors
Researchers at Cal State University
Northridge, in collaboration with Brenda
Miranda and Dr. Debra Malmberg, are
currently recruiting parents and caregivers of individuals with ASD (ages
2-18) for a study on family experiences
with ritualistic and repetitive behavior.
The study seeks to better understand the
challenges of family life when a child with
autism displays some of these behaviors,
with the goal of developing effective
intervention support.
This study involves completing an online
survey that takes approximately 15-20
minutes. To participate go to https://
www.psychsurveys.org/csun/autism.
UCLA Researchers Seek Children with
Autism Age 2-18 for Various Studies
If you have a child with autism between
the ages of 2 and 18 years, he or she may
be eligible to participate in one of many
research studies being conducted at
UCLA’s Center for Autism Research
and Treatment.
For example, researchers at UCLA
are working together with Washington
University in St. Louis and the Interactive
Autism Network (IAN) to encourage
families nationwide to share their stories
about how autism has affected their lives.
The IAN is an online project that brings
together thousands of people nationwide
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affected by autism spectrum disorders
and hundreds of researchers to search
for answers. People with autism and their
families can share information in a secure
setting to become part of the study. They
hope that data collected will help not
only researchers gather information, but
aid community leaders in advocating for
services and resources.
For more information on research being
conducted at UCLA contact info@ucla.
edu or visit their Web site at www.
autism.ucla.edu.
In Northern California, the M.I.N.D.
Institute Studies Neurodevelopmental
Disorders
Researchers at the UC Davis M.I.N.D.
Institute are conducting studies to learn
about child development and developmental problems. The research team
recruits children of all ages with either
typical or delayed development to participate in their clinical research program.
Participation for Southern California families may be difficult, but to learn more,
contact Taylor Rios at (916) 703-0320
or visit their Web site listed below.
The Web site of the UC Davis
M.I.N.D. Institute for Medical
Investigation of Neurodevelopmental
Disorders contains information about
neurodevelopmental research, lectures
from their speaker series, and reports
of research findings. Visit their site at
www.mindinstitute.org n
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Meet Our Board:
David Gauthier
“A Door Opened,
and I Was Chosen”
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HRC Board Member
David Gauthier
joined his boss,
Mayor Bob Foster, to
open the Women’s
Conference in
Long Beach.

The past year and a half has been quite
eventful for David Gauthier. In 2008 he
met the First Lady of California, Maria
Shriver, at her highly acclaimed Women’s
Conference at the Long
Beach Convention Center.
At the conference the
First Lady showcased her
program, WeInclude, to
promote employment of
people with developmental
disabilities. At the same
event, David was introduced by his Best Buddies
Jobs Counselor Amber
Coffman to Long Beach
Mayor Bob Foster. Within
a week, he had a new job on the Mayor’s
staff. The following year, the First Lady
invited David and his boss, the Mayor,
to open the conference together! David
also soon found himself in Washington,
D.C., with what he calls the “A Team”
of Dr. Tim Shriver (Special Olympics),
Anthony Kennedy Shriver (Best Buddies),
Olympian Carl Lewis, and Joe Jonas of
the Jonas Brothers – speaking to Nancy
Pelosi and other members of Congress.

While in high school, he participated
in summer job programs working as a
school custodian and then with the U.S.
Forest Service, breaking trails in the San
Bernardino National Forest. “It was the
most fun I ever had working and getting
paid.” After high school graduation he
worked at jobs including cashier, truck
driver and mover for a moving company,
custodian and warehouse worker. He
worked diligently to learn new skills and
to move into better-paying jobs, so that
he could reach his goal of living on his
own, and he was always willing to push
himself. “I’ve never had a problem getting
or keeping a job,” but moving ahead was
often a challenge. Sometimes his motor
skills did keep him from pursuing certain
jobs that he wanted.
“It can be difficult to get past employers’
pre-conceptions of what a person with a
disability is capable of doing,” he says.
And he also learned what he calls a valuable life lesson, “Just because you enjoy
doing something, doesn’t mean you’re
good at it.”

Last summer, we are pleased to add,
we welcomed David as a new member
of the HRC Board of Trustees.

What David was very good at was working with people. This was evident when
he worked as a cashier, attracted a
steady stream of loyal customers and
earned unusually high tips. It was something that HRC Employment Specialist
Danielle Heck noticed, with Best Buddies
Jobs Program Director Amber Coffman,
when they recommended David as a candidate for the job in the Mayor’s office.
It’s the reason he greets friends wherever
he goes in downtown Long Beach, and
why he’s become such a valuable member of the Mayor’s Office staff, helping
with reception, ordering food, meeting
preparations, and in any other way that
is needed.

David has worked very hard to get
where he is today. He grew up in
Southern California, in Lake Arrowhead
and the South Bay area. At the age of 4
he was diagnosed with cerebral palsy
and attended special education classes
from Kindergarten through 6th grade.
At that point, he was able to join regular
education classes, with adaptive physical
education support.

David sees his role with the HRC Board as
“one of the volunteers, giving direction to
the staff. I’m learning what it takes to run
the whole thing, and the amount of commitment, work and dedication that everybody on the staff and board has to give.”
Now, he says, life feels full of possibilities.
“I never thought I’d be working where
I’m working. I’m working for the Mayor
of Long Beach. How cool is that?” n

“I actually said out loud, “I’m sitting
here next to Carl Lewis. What did I do
to deserve this?”
And Carl Lewis answered, “You’re
here because of who you are.”
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FIRST 5 LA TIPS FOR
PREPARING YOUNG
CHILDREN FOR
EARTHQUAKES
The spate of small earthquakes that has
shaken Southern California in recent
weeks is milder reminder of massive
disasters like those seen in Haiti and
Chile. A sizeable quake in a rural area
of Baja California was felt here in the
Southland.
First 5 LA urges parents to make special
efforts to ready their youngsters for this
type of natural disaster and its aftermath. Part of earthquake preparedness
includes talking to young children about
tremors, especially in regions where
youngsters are more likely to personally experience seismic activity like the
aftershocks that have rippled through
Southern California.
Statistics show that
young children suffer
significantly higher fatality rates and are more
likely than any other
age group to experience
emotional and physical
trauma as the result of
a natural disaster. For
example, children in preschool settings
may be more emotionally vulnerable
or distressed following an earthquake
because they are separated from their
primary attachment figures – namely
their parents – according to a report in
the Early Childhood Education Journal.
“Special emphasis should be placed on
making the living environment of babies
and toddlers as safe as possible,” said
Evelyn V. Martinez, executive director of
First 5 LA, a child advocacy and public
grant-making organization. “When you
live in an earthquake zone like we do in
Los Angeles County, the seriousness of
being prepared cannot be overstated.”
First5 LA recommends the following
earthquake preparedness tips for babies
and toddlers:
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• Cribs should be placed away from windows and tall, unsecured bookcases
and shelves that could slide or topple.
• Have a 72-hour minimum supply of
extra water, formula, bottles, food,
juices, clothing, disposable diapers
and baby wipes on hand.
• Also keep an extra diaper bag with
the items above in your car.
• Prescribed medications should be
stored where they are most likely
to be accessible after an earthquake.
• Store strollers, wagons, blankets
and cribs with appropriate wheels
to evacuate infants, if necessary.
• Install bumper pads in cribs or bassinettes to protect babies during the
shaking.
• Install latches on all cupboards (not
just those young children can reach)
so that nothing can fall on your baby
during a quake.
“By age 3 or so, children
can understand what an
earthquake is and how
to get ready for one,”
Martinez said. “Take the
time to explain what
causes earthquakes in
terms they’ll understand
and include your children in family discussions and planning
for earthquake safety.”
First 5 LA also suggests that parents conduct drills and review safety procedures
every six months and show children the
safest places to be in each room when
an earthquake hits. Parents should make
sure their youngsters’ emergency cards
at preschool are up-to-date.
About First 5 LA
First 5 LA, a child advocacy and public
grant-making organization was created
by California voters to invest Proposition
10 tobacco tax revenues to support
programs for improving the lives of
children from prenatal through age 5 in
Los Angeles County. For more information on First 5 LA’s programs for parents
and children call 1-888-347-7855 or visit
www.first5la.org. n
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Board of Trustees
Mr. Mariano Sanz
President
Dr. Bobbie Rendon-Christensen
Vice President
Mr. Robert Bethel
Treasurer
Mr. Fu-Tien Chiou
Secretary
Mr. George Bird
Past President
Mr. Robert Irlen
Advisor to the Board
Ms. Rhiannon Acree
Mr. Joe Czarske
Mr. Wesley Dale
Mr. James Davis
Mr. Gary Galosic
Mr. G. David Gauthier
Ms. Karen Kinnebrew
Ms. Lisa Ogren
Mr. Harley Rubenstein
Ms. Wendy Sorel
Patricia Del Monico
Executive Director

Board meetings
July 20, 2010 - 6:30 p.m.
September 21, 2010 - 8:00 a.m.
October 19, 2010 - 6:30 p.m.
November 16, 2010 - 8:00 a.m.
The Board of Trustees of Harbor Regional
Center meets on the Third Tuesday of
the month, with the exception of June,
August and December, when the Board
does not meet.
All regularly scheduled business meetings
of the Board are open to the public and
visitors are welcome. The meetings are
held in Conference Room A1 & 2 at Harbor
Regional Center.

Join the HRC E-mail Network!
Receive e-mail bulletins from HRC. Simply send
an e-mail to enetworksubscriber@harborrc.org,
provide us with your name and your e-mail
address, and ask to be added to our electronic
mailing list.
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